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What are helping spirits? 
In core shamanism we are able to shi5 our consciousness to non-ordinary 

reality and make inten;onal journeys to the realms of spirits in the lower, upper, 
and middle worlds. Shamanic prac;;oners cul;vate rela;onships with some of 
the spirits in these realms as “helping spirits” or guardians and allies. In this ar;cle 
I strongly encourage building rela;onships with spirits from the lower and upper 
worlds as the first priority.  
 
Why helping spirits from the lower and upper worlds as first priority? 

The middle world is condi;onal with varying contending interests and given 
to dominant use of power over others. Middle world spirits reflect that 
condi;onality, and we need to carefully nego;ate rela;onships with them that 
sa;sfy mutual interests.  

In contrast, shamanic prac;;oners discover that spirits in the lower and 
upper worlds that want to work with us are highly evolved, compassionate, and 
powerful. They are capable of providing us with deep wisdom and healing in an 
uncondi;onal way we only get glimpses of in the middle world. We can acquire 
helping spirits from the lower or upper world (and these worlds have mul;ple 
levels) either by a shamanic prac;;oner making a spirit retrieval on our behalf, or 
we can journey to those worlds ourselves and seek out spirits that want to be in 
rela;onship with us. 

In the lower world, which is a world of pris;ne nature, we can look for a 
Power Animal to serve as a trusted guide. This animal can communicate with us 
and provide us with a depth of knowledge and healing that no middle world being 
is able to do. A shamanic prac;;oner may over ;me cul;vate a team of power 
animals, each with its own unique powers, to assist the prac;;oner. There are 
other helping spirits including teachers and ancestors in the lower world that can 
also offer trustworthy, compassionate, and powerful service and friendship.  

Likewise, the upper world contains many poten;al powerful allies. We may 
seek out a teacher there, and discover other powerful, wise, helping spirits that 
wish to work with us. None of these helping spirits are ego-centered or agenda-
driven. They want to assist us in our middle world existence with healing and 



wisdom, but they do not force anything upon you. They seek a right rela;onship 
with you that is built by mutual invita;on, respect, and care.  
 So, these realms of lower and upper worlds are the primary focus of 
shamanic journeys for seeking out helping spirits that are able to provide us with 
the best guidance, perspec;ve, and dedica;on to our growth in wholeness and 
maturity. Middle world spirits are less capable of providing this level of care, even 
if they are loved and cherished and able to be a healing and wise presence for us.   
 
Differen9a9ng the source of the helping spirit. 
 If we, or another shamanic prac;;oner on our behalf, goes to the upper or 
lower world and engages a helping spirit there it is clear the source where that 
spirit originates. But some;mes it is less clear where the spirit originates. For 
example, a figure might appear in a dream, or series of dreams, and we don’t 
know where we are in the dream or from what world the spirit-image belongs. Or 
we may be on a shamanic journey but are unsure which world we are in and 
encounter a poten;al helping spirit. Or we may know we are in the middle world 
but find a powerful spirit that offers help, and we may associate it with the upper 
or lower world. Perhaps we encounter an ancestor, divine being, angelic being, or 
saint from one of the religious tradi;ons that is in the middle world. Are they 
middle world spirits or have journeyed from the other worlds? There are various 
things we can consider in discerning their origin: 

• Does the spirit seem needy, demanding, or require help from us? (middle 
world) 

• We can ask the spirit its purpose in being with us. 
• Does the spirit seem to draw power away from us? (middle world) 
• Does the spirit feel like it is direct, clear, compassionate, and free of a 

hidden agenda? (possibly from lower or upper world) 
• We can ask the spirit to tell us to which world it belongs. If the spirit is 

confused by the ques;on, it is more likely to be from the middle world. 
• We can ask the spirit where it can be found if we make a journey to the 

lower or upper world. If we make that journey and find the spirit there, 
does it confirm the previous middle world mee;ng? 

• Some powerful helping spirits may be ubiquitous, but we may assume that 
their primary place is the upper or lower world. For example, those with a 
tradi;onal Chris;an background may associate Jesus Christ with being in 
the upper world (or a heavenly realm) but capable of being in any of the 
worlds as “author/lord of all crea;on.” 



 
Building the rela9onship. 

It is beneficial, and increases our spiritual power, to build strong 
rela;onships with our helping spirits. There are a number of ways to build the 
rela;onship, similar to building a healthy and strong friendship in our ordinary 
reality. First and foremost, we can regularly meet them in non-ordinary reality and 
get to know them. Here are a few pointers: 

• Take ;me to learn how to communicate with your helping spirit. 
• Be careful to carefully listen to what your helping spirit says to you. 
• Ask them why they want to work with you?  
• Ask what will help us grow in our rela;onship?  
• Ask what would the helping spirit like from me? 
• Explore how can we enjoy each other together? Sing? Dance?  
• Visit where the spirit normally calls home. 
• Ask your helping spirit to take you places it wants to show you. 
• Learn about what powers and gi5s the spirit wants to give you or do with 

and through you. 
• Inquire if there are things, ac;vi;es, and places in ordinary reality that helps 

you remember, respect, and please the spirit?  
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